What is AMX?

Put simply, AMX is a comprehensive Asset Management software solution, which is powerful enough to deal with the management requirements of any asset type, yet flexible enough to empower you, the user, to define the details of how it will work.

How AMX can help

We understand that Local Authorities are constantly under pressure, not just to meet public expectations, but also manage budgets and ensure efficient use of resources whilst maintaining ageing stock.

AMX can help. Outlined below are some examples of how it can support common highways functional areas:

**HIGHWAYS AND FOOTWAYS:** With Inspectors out in the field using AMX Mobile, rather than clipboards, to complete inspections and data synchronised straight to the database you can react quickly and accurately to requirements, rapidly sending out details to relevant staff/departments for action. Automatic scheduling of routine maintenance, integrated EToN notification tools and bulk management of resurfacing programmes all help to improve efficiency and save time and money.

**BRIDGES:** With detailed inspection forms to support all inspection requirements (General, Principal & Special and Scour), combined with the ability to tailor your database to add any data you want to manage, AMX will ensure you always have access to the information you need, when you need it. With increasing pressures to manage your assets more cost effectively, the AMX lifecycle planning tools will provide all the details you need to make business decisions, choosing the right maintenance strategy to meet your budgets and your customer service levels.

**STREET LIGHTING:** In a constant drive to save money you need to be able to adapt quickly to changes in processes and products. With AMX the control is in your hands: add new data forms to manage new solutions such as LED lighting; manage inspection processes for different priority areas, with both reactive and proactive inspection and maintenance planning. And you can fully interrogate AMX to extract the information you need for any reports, from energy consumption to business cases for a new product or maintenance regime.
FAQ’s

Do I need IT Support?
Installation is straightforward and fully supported – with a robust application accessible via your Windows PCs and an underpinning database which can be hosted locally on your networks or externally hosted by our teams.

Do I have to update?
AMX manages the updates automatically through a plug-in without the need for additional IT input.

Can I use it remotely?
AMX mobile is available to support remote workers and synchronises through the internet. There is also a cloud application.

What are the costs?
Each installation is unique and estimates are based on the specific requirements agreed following briefing, the number of users and any customisations or integrations that may be needed.

WHO’S USING IT?

The City of Cardiff Council
Powys County Council
Ceredigion County Council
Norfolk County Council
Natural Resources Wales
Scottish Canals
Aurecon
Walsh Infrastructure Management and many more…

To arrange a demonstration of AMX and find out how it can benefit your department, contact us on 0333 456 0768 or email info@amxsolutions.co.uk.